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the series has also spawned many spin-off games. these include dragon quest monsters, which were
released for the nintendo ds and the nintendo 3ds, and dragon quest monsters heroes, which is a

crossover game featuring characters from the dragon quest and monster hunter franchises. dragon
quest viii was also released for the wii in japan. a more recent spin-off is the nintendo 3ds game

dragon quest heroes: the world tree's woe and the blight below, which was released in japan on 21
june 2015 and in north america on 17 july 2015. the game is a turn-based action-rpg, similar to the
main series, but with a team of four player characters and a wider selection of jobs and characters.

another recent spin-off is dragon quest monsters: joker 2, released in japan in 2016. another spin-off
is dragon quest monsters: joker 3, released in japan in 2017. in 2013, square enix released a mobile
game called dragon quest ix: sentinels of the starry skies, which was released in japan for ios and

android. it is set after the events of the last game, and the player takes control of a group of
mercenaries seeking to recover a certain item from an evil organization. spike fights against stronger
dragons until he is awarded a silver scale and equipped with a silver headband. when he runs down
to the group, he is greeted with a “you’re a dragon!” and the other dragons offer to let him join their
group. spike responds that he is looking for “the true dragon” and then asks what that means. the
dragons explain that they are all dragons, but that they are separated into three groups. they say

that one group is the “true dragon” that they are looking for. spike is invited to join their group, and
after he has been accepted, the other dragons agree to protect him on his journey.
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as spike is headed off to
the true dragon, he is

warned by the dragons
about the horrors of the

memento bonds. they say
that one day he will find a
memento bond, which will
then hold him captive to

the dragon who gave it to
him. he will be unable to

leave, and will be forced to
remain with the dragon for
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the rest of his life. however,
if he can tell the dragon
who gave it to him the

name of a dragon that he
respects and loves, the
dragon will release him.
then the dragon will give

him a new memento bond
and leave with him. twilight
and the others have set off

and soon meet up with
spike. spike tells them that

he is going to find the
dragons who gave him a
memento bond and get
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them to release him from it.
they agree to help, and
spike says that he has

always been closer to the
dragons than he is to the
ponies. as spike and the
others travel, they find a

magical pole with two
dragon sisters standing on

either side. the sisters
explain that they are

guardians of the temple.
they say that the memento
bonds in the other villages
are not as powerful as the
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one spike has, but that they
will be able to help him.

spike talks to them and is
told that he must travel on
through the valley to the
temple of recollection. as
spike sets out, he finds a

memento bond on the
ground and sees that it is
filled with the memories of
a single dragon. spike asks
what it was and the dragon
tells him that it was placed

there as a gift for him.
spike asks what he does
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and the dragon replies that
it was given to a dragon

who loved someone else as
much as he loves her.
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